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Introduction

1. National planning guidance requires that 
local plans should set a vision and a 
framework for the development of an area. 
They should focus on the critical priorities 
facing the local area, and the strategies to 
address them, paying careful attention to 
deliverability and viability (NPPG paras 001, 
010 and 155). In practice local plans have to 
identify key priorities for the local area which 
need to be tackled, develop a vision for how 
the plan will try to resolve them, and then 
the strategy for development and planning 
policies which will implement this vision. 

2. This document focusses on the process 
for developing the right key priorities and 
vision for the new South Gloucestershire 
Local Plan (SGLP). It sets out draft key 
priorities and where the current Core 
Strategy vision will need to be reviewed 
and updated and seeks your views on 
these matters.

Process for updating the 
key priorities and vision for 
the new SGLP

3. The Core Strategy was published in 2013 
and covers the period up to 2027. It sets 
out the key issues (or “priorities”) facing 
the area and then strategic objectives 
and area specific visions for different 
parts of the district. The Core Strategy key 
issues and vision were based on technical 
evidence and specialist advice from partner 
organisations and also subject to extensive 
consultation with the public and other 
stakeholders as part of preparing the Plan. 

4. As the Core Strategy overall plan period 
extends to 2027 the key issues, objectives 
and vision within it are the starting point for 
the new Local Plan. However, it is important 
these are reviewed and updated as a 
number of key factors have altered since the 
Core Strategy was developed including: 

• Changes in the national context, in 
particular the economic recession and 
housing crisis which has increased the 
focus on promoting economic growth 
and building more homes; 

• The development of the West of England 
Joint Spatial Plan which will set the 
context for the new SGLP in terms of 
how much housing and employment 
development is required and the broad 
locations for this development; and

• Updated council plans and plans of 
key partners such as the Environment 
Agency and updated evidence on local 
issues which the plan needs to address 
for example relating to the environment 
and health and wellbeing.

5. In reviewing the key priorities for the new 
SGLP the council has taken account of the 
above factors and produced for the purposes 
of public consultation draft updated key 
priorities. The process for updating both 
the key priorities and the vision for the new 
SGLP is set out below in Figure 1.
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Figure 1.

Process for Developing the Key 
Priorities and vision for the South 
Gloucestershire Local Plan

Original Evidence Base

Consultation Technical Evidence Council Plans Plans of Key Partners

Core Strategy Vision, Key Issues and Objectives 2013 

Changing National and Local Context

Economic recession Developing national 
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Council and 
stakeholder plans 

and policies

West of England 
Joint Strategic Plan

Updated Evidence Base

Updated SCG Plans JSP - Vision, Strategic 
Priorities and Policies SGLP Evidence Base Key Stakeholder Plans

Priorities and Vision in Draft New Local Plan for Consultation 2017

Consider Consultation Responses Amend Key Priorities and Visions

Key Priorities and Vision in Submission: 
New South Gloucestershire Local Plan 2018
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Draft new SGLP key 
priorities

6. As set out above, in developing draft key 
priorities for the new Local Plan the council 
has taken account of our own and key 
stakeholder’s plans, as well as responding 
to changing local and national context. The 
updated key priorities are as follows: 

1) Reducing and adapting to 
climate change
I. Deliver a coordinated response to 

planning, design and delivery of 
infrastructure to ensure resilience to 
the increased risks from tidal, river and 
surface water flooding.

II. Reduce energy consumption and 
emissions and adapt to climate 
change by living and working in more 
sustainable ways e.g. through providing 
new energy, home insulation and 
transportation opportunities for existing 
and new communities, improving 
habitat connectivity and ensuring new 
development is not at risk from flooding 
or increasing flood risk elsewhere. 

2) Maintaining economic prosperity
I. Provide sufficient land for the needs of local 

and new businesses to meet the strategic 
growth aspirations of the Local Enterprise 
Partnership as set out in the JSP.

II. Improve the balance between jobs 
and housing and improve so that 
employment opportunities are 
accessible to all our communities to 
reduce inequality across the district and 
help to reduce commuting and achieve 
sustainable patterns of development.

III. Support our town and local centres and 
provide for the future retail and leisure 
needs of the district. 

IV. Ensure the provision of supporting 
transport and other infrastructure to 
enable future growth. In the Severnside 
area this relates to the significant 
constraints relating to flood risk, ecology 
archaeology and transport infrastructure 
which need to be addressed

3) Providing housing for all
I. Meet the need for housing identified 

in the JSP in strategic growth locations 
and smaller scale development in 
other locations.

II. In South Gloucestershire house prices 
have risen compared to incomes 
making it an expensive place to buy 
a house. This has resulted in an 
affordability gap with people unable to 
buy on the open market and a need to 
provide affordable housing to address 
these needs.

III. Provide housing for all types of people 
including the elderly, students and Gypsy 
and Travellers.
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4) Successful communities
I. Provide the transport and social 

infrastructure to meet the needs of 
existing and new communities at the 
right time. This includes transport, 
telecommunications, waste management, 
water supply, wastewater and energy as 
well as education, retail, health, leisure, 
social and cultural facilities.

II. Ensure that new communities integrate 
well with existing communities.

5) Tackling congestion and 
improving accessibility
I. Reduce the rising car usage, increasing 

congestion and longer journey times 
which are major issues impacting on 
our economy, the growth potential of 
the area and quality of life.

II. Plan for the increased pressure 
which will be placed on our transport 
infrastructure as a result of economic 
and housing growth and deliver the 
required infrastructure in a timely way. 

III. Increasing the proportion of trips taken 
by walking and cycling to reduce car 
use and increase health benefits.

IV. Improving the public transport alternative 
options available to residents to help to 
reduce car use. 

V. Provide secure cycle storage.

6) Managing the environment 
and heritage
I. Conserve and enhance the district’s 

diverse and high quality natural 
and historic environments including 
landscape for their own sake, to 
improve quality of life and for the 
environmental benefits they provide. 

7) Improving health and wellbeing
I. Address areas of poor air quality mostly 

due to emissions from traffic which are 
affecting the health of residents. 

II. Enabling more active lifestyles to help to 
address increasing issues relating to obesity 
impacting on health and life expectancy.

III. Promote active travel & physical activity 
through safe, direct routes for walking 
and cycling. 

IV. Ensure appropriated internal housing 
space standards to support education 
attainment and learning and ensure 
kitchens large enough to cook and eat in.

V. Ensure access to parks and green 
open space, play facilities & community 
facilities, to promote mental health and 
wellbeing including social isolation 
social inclusion. 

VI. Provide space for local food growing.

http://www.southglos.gov.uk
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 Updating the vision

7. The Core Strategy vision is reproduced in 
Appendix 1. The vision starts with the high 
level vision for South Gloucestershire as a 
whole and then has separate area specific 
visions up to 2026 for the North and East 
fringes of the urban area of Bristol, Yate 
& Chipping Sodbury, Thornbury, the rural 
areas and Severnside. These 6 area specific 
visions are given planning policy expression 
through the Plan’s strategy for development 
and implemented by the policies in the plan. 

8. For the new SGLP the Core Strategy vision 
will need to be updated to reflect; what 
has already been built in the first years of 
the Core Strategy period, new key issues 
and priorities which have arisen and, most 
importantly, the vision and requirement 
for new strategic development locations 
and smaller scale development in rural 
areas set out in the West of England Joint 
Strategic Plan.

9. The proposed vision for the West of England 
Joint Spatial Plan as published in the JSP 
- Towards the Emerging Spatial Strategy 
Document, November 2016 is as follows:

“By 2036 the West of England will be 
one of Europe’s fastest growing and 
most prosperous city regions with 
the gap between disadvantaged and 
other communities closed and a rising 
quality of life for all. The rich and diverse 
environmental character will be integral 
to health and economic prosperity. 
Patterns of development and transport 
will facilitate healthy and sustainable 
lifestyles. Existing and new communities 
will be well integrated, attractive and 
desirable places and supported by 
the necessary infrastructure. New 
development will be designed to be 
resilient to, and reduce the impacts of 
climate change.”
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10 To be in line with the JSP vision as well 
as respond to the key priorities identified 
above, we know that the Core Strategy 
vision will need to be updated for the new 
SGLP to: 

• Reflect the ambitious vision and 
economic growth aspirations set out 
in the JSP.

• Confirm the areas where strategic 
economic and housing growth in South 
Gloucestershire will and will not take place.

• Identify where more local growth will be 
delivered including a strategy for growth in 
the rural areas of South Gloucestershire.

• Include detailed visions for each part 
of the district reflecting how the area 
will change up to 2036 including what 
is proposed to be developed, protected 
or enhanced including planned new 
development and key infrastructure, 
environmental protection and social 
developments. 

11. As the JSP process goes forward final 
decisions and further detail will emerge 
on these issues, particularly the areas for 
strategic growth. This will support and 
inform the development of our new SGLP 
vision accordingly. 

12. At this initial and early stage in preparing 
our new Local Plan we would like your 
views now on what you think should be 
included in the overarching and area 
specific visions to 2036. In particular we 
are interested in your views on the key 
local problems with transport and other 
infrastructure which need to be addressed 
and local environmental or social issues.

13. The diagram below demonstrates how we 
consider the key priorities facing South 
Gloucestershire relate to the JSP Vision 
and Strategic Priorities and how they will 
drive and inform the new SGLP’s strategy 
for development and policies.

http://www.southglos.gov.uk
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Economic Social Environment Infrastructure

JSP Strategic Priorities November 2016

To identify and meet 
the need for housing 
and accommodate 

the economic growth 
objectives of the LEP 

strategic economic plan

To ensure that the JSP 
benefits all sections of the 

community

To protect and enhance 
the sub-region’s 

diverse and high quality 
environment and ensuring 

resilience including 
through protection 
against flood risk.

To ensure a spatial 
strategy where new 

development is properly 
aligned with infrastructure.

South Gloucestershire Local Plan Key Priorities

Maintaining economic 
prosperity

Reducing and adapting to 
climate change

Managing the 
environment and heritage

Successful 
communities

Providing housing for all
Maintaining economic 

prosperity
Reducing and adapting 

to climate change
Reducing and adapting 

to climate change

Reducing and adapting 
to climate change

Providing housing for all
Tackling congestion and 
improving accessibility

Tackling congestion and 
improving accessibility

Tackling congestion and 
improving accessibility

Successful communities
Improving health and 

wellbeing
Improving health and 

wellbeing

Improving health and 
wellbeing

Tackling congestion and 
improving accessibility

Maintaining economic 
prosperity

Improving health and 
wellbeing

South Gloucestershire Local Plan Vision

South Gloucestershire Local Plan, strategy for development and policies
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Consultation questions

14. We would like feedback on whether the 
updated key priorities above are the right 
ones for the area and any comments on 
what should be contained in the overall 
vision or area visions for the new Local 
Plan. The consultation is taking place until 
23rd February 2017.

Q Are the key priorities identified above 
the right key priorities for the South 
Gloucestershire new Local Plan to tackle 
up to 2036?

Q Have you any comments on what 
should be included in the visions for any of 
the following areas: 

1. Overall vision for the whole of 
South Gloucestershire

2. Urban areas in the north and 
east of Bristol

3. Yate & Chipping Sodbury
4. Thornbury
5. Severnside
6. Rural towns and villages

15.  Details of how to make comments are 
available in the new South Gloucestershire 
Local Plan Prospectus: 
www.southglos.gov.uk/
newlocalplanprospectus

Next steps

16. Responses to this consultation will be 
taken in to account in drawing up the draft 
new Local Plan as it goes forward over the 
course of 2017.

http://www.southglos.gov.uk
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Appendix 1 - South 
Gloucestershire Core 
Strategy 2006-2027 - Vision

Vision For 2027 and Beyond

South Gloucestershire will continue to be 
a ‘great place to live and work’. Within an 
attractive and accessible environment, 
everyone will be enjoying healthier and 
more sustainable lifestyles in balanced, 
vibrant and safe communities with ready 
access to jobs, supporting services and 
facilities. Adaptation to a changing climate 
will be taking place through the active 
management of impacts. The economy 
will be buoyant and prosperous and 
recognised internationally. 

The North Fringe of Bristol urban area 
will continue to be a major economic 
driver in the South West region and 
the West of England sub region. It will 
continue to maintain its role as a major 
focus for employment, commercial and 
retail activity, education and learning. 
The distinctive identities and heritage of 
the existing communities will also have 
been strengthened and preserved. New 
neighbourhoods will provide opportunities 
for people to live near to where they 
work and be well integrated with existing 
communities. All residents and workers 
will have better access to local amenities 
and high quality public transport, walking 
and cycling links. Community identity 
and neighbourhood distinctiveness 
will be improved by the development 
of new public spaces and high quality 
landscaping. The green network will be 
enhanced through opportunities to provide 
new and improved green spaces, within 
the existing urban area and which connect 

to the wider countryside. This network will 
include new corridors along the Henbury 
Trym, and Stoke Park to Three Brooks 
Nature Reserve via the East of Harry Stoke 
new neighbourhood.

The distinctive identity and heritage of the 
linked communities in the East Fringe of 
Bristol will be preserved and enhanced. 
The vibrancy and vitality of the traditional 
town centres at Downend, Staple Hill, 
Kingswood, and Hanham will be 
strengthened. The area will benefit from 
improved employment opportunities 
including the Science Park. Public transport 
services, especially to the North Fringe and 
central Bristol from the north of the area, will 
be more reliable, punctual and frequent. 

Well designed housing developments, 
including the major development at 
Emersons Green, will be integrated with and 
connected to existing communities. This will 
achieve a stronger town centre at Emersons 
Green and support balanced and quality 
neighbourhoods throughout the urban area. 

The landscape setting of the area and of 
surrounding villages will be preserved and 
opportunities will be taken to make the 
urban area greener. Green spaces, walking 
and cycling routes will lead through and 
out of the area into the open countryside. 
These routes will include key links to the 
commons, Warmley Forest Park and 
an enhanced forest park based around 
Overscourt Wood. 

Yate and Chipping Sodbury will build upon 
their distinct yet complementary heritage, 
character and roles to develop a coherent 
sense of place, and provide a richer mix of 
social, cultural and economic opportunities. 
The towns will develop as a popular 
destination and a more attractive service 
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centre for their surrounding villages and 
farming communities. Chipping Sodbury 
town centre will realise its retail and tourism 
potential. Yate’s evening economy will 
develop and the range of town centre uses 
increased. Public transport services will be 
more attractive and accessible to users. 

The open spaces, playing fields, footpaths 
and cycleways, which contribute to each 
town’s unique identity will be strengthened 
and enhanced with improved linkages 
throughout the towns and beyond into the 
surrounding countryside. 

A new neighbourhood to the north 
of Yate, will accommodate around 
3,000 new homes (2,400 up to 2026), 
employment and community uses. This 
will enable the towns to meet locally 
generated housing requirements, provide 
a broader employment base and provide 
opportunities for modern flexible working 
practices, enhancing their sustainability.

Thornbury will be a thriving and socially 
cohesive historic market town with a diverse 
range of employment opportunities and 
modern healthcare facilities. The vibrant 
town centre will provide a range of facilities 
for the needs of its residents, visitors & 
workers, as well as its surrounding villages 
and farming communities. 

These aims will be supported by an 
appropriate amount of high quality housing 
growth which will help to strengthen and 
develop the town centre, local schools and 
community facilities and activities. This growth 
will provide for the needs of young families 
and the elderly. The town centre will build on 
its rich historic character and setting and will 
promote itself as an attraction, a centre for 
the arts and an exciting place to shop.

Severnside will remain a strategically 
important location for employment uses. 
Employers, landowners and developers 
will work with the Council, other agencies 
and Bristol City Council to unlock economic 
potential and improve local transport 
infrastructure. The Severn Estuary and 
adjoining floodplain is internationally 
important for a wide range of ecology and 
will be safeguarded and maintained. Its 
archaeological heritage and interest will also 
be protected and conserved, and a network 
of new nature reserves will be implemented. 
A longer term durable and robust strategy 
for addressing flood risk due to climate 
change will be adopted. The area’s potential 
for power generation will be managed.

The rural areas will continue to be 
an important asset contributing to the 
economy, biodiversity and heritage of the 
district; providing public access to the 
countryside and recreation opportunities; 
and supporting local food production. 
The diversity and unique character of 
individual settlements and the open 
countryside will be conserved and 
enhanced and recognised as providing 
a valuable setting to the main urban area 
contributing to a unique sense of place and 
identity. Through engagement with rural 
communities and where environmentally 
appropriate new limited development will 
be provided which meets local needs. 
Innovative transport solutions will link rural 
communities with centres of employment, 
services and facilities. The rural areas 
will make a positive contribution to the 
generation of renewable energy and 
healthier lifestyles.

http://www.southglos.gov.uk
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